le long chemin
Terrasses du Larzac, AOP LANGUEDOC
Aurélie Vic, a passionate oenologist, discovers and shares Languedoc good vinous leads. The region is big and the wines have multiple
flavours and profiles. Must they be fresh and tasty? Must they go with Mediterranean cooking? Of course, but Aurélie wants more.
Character and balance, delicate taste and harmony, wine must express and reveal its origins. Anyways, its roots must talk and link us to
the soil… its juice must release Southern flavours, a fruit concentrate and a garrigue perfume, with crispness, fine taste and drinkability
of course.
Terrasses du Larzac; an exceptional vineyard, at the foot of the mountainous plateau
of the Larzac……
Between hills and terraces, the vine grows in a landscape of schists deep soils,
sandstone, rounded pebbles and clay-limestone. The climate is fresh and sunny,
transition between the Mediterranean sea and the Larzac. We are next to Saint Jean
de la Blaquière village.

Degree
Grapes
Soil
Culture
Harvest
Yield
Pressing

14.5%
30% Syrah / 30% Grenache / 30% Carignan /
10% Cinsault
Deep schists soils,rounded sandstones, clay
limestones
« Gobelet »
Sorted manually
30 hl/ha (on average)
Traditional

“A reference, an achievement… A bright, deep and very beautiful colour. Very rich
nose, intense, black fruits notes and sweet spices refreshed by eucalyptus and pink
peppercorns nuances. The mouth is full and opulent with a tannic and velvety basis
and a persistent ending… A sensation of fullness to share straight away.”
Serve at

16-18 °C.

A table

Very suited for a milk lamb or a veal chop with
porcini mushrooms, let the night begin…

Availability

Bottle 75cl
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RESPECT OF THE NATURE
Certified since 2006, we promise to respect
the environment protection gathered around
Qualenvi referencial.

